The thermodynamic laws provide an exact quantitative description of obesity as a reflection of a cumulative surplus of energy intake relative to energy expenditure [1]. The prevailing interpretation of this physical truth is that the process of accumulation of fat is a passive storage of the surplus of energy caused by an energy intake that exceeds the expenditure [2, 3]. This is a core assumption in the conventional concept of the obesogenic environment as being responsible for the obesity epidemic; the increasing exposure to energy-dense, palatable and cheap foods and drinks together with a variety of practical tools minimizing demands of physical activity is assumed to make individuals gain weight, and most so those who suffer from genetically or environmentally programmed susceptibility [3, 4]. Although experimental manipulation can enforce a positive and negative energy balance and, not surprisingly, can induce the predicted change in energy stores, including fat stores [2], naïve extrapolation of this evidence to the understanding of the causes of obesity may turn out to be a serious mistake [3]. This may be the reason why we generally have failed in both preventing and treating obesity effectively.

There are several reasons why the naïve interpretation of the cumulative positive energy balance is inadequate in the understanding of the development of obesity [2]. The quantity of fat accumulated per day is on average so small that measurement of it is beyond any available technique. Measurement while the accumulation is on-going would, had it been possible, just confirm the physical truth, from which we learn nothing new. A distinction between increase in intake and/or decline in expenditure as the initiating process would in theory be possible; however, in practice it would be impossible, also because of uncertainty about the timing of the initiation. Accumulation of fat could easily take place without an
increased energy intake by a corresponding reduction in energy expenditure elsewhere in the body, and, as recently demonstrated in animal experiments, this may occur even under moderately reduced energy supplies [5]. While obesity develops, the energy expenditure tends to increase both because the basal metabolic rate increases alongside with the increases in metabolically active lean body mass and because any movement of the heavier body requires more energy [1, 2]. Although development of obesity usually is associated with less physical activity, likely due to the greater difficulty and discomfort, the total energy expenditure increases, which leads to a greater need for energy, which the obese individual as anyone else will try to satisfy. Thus, the fairly easily observable reduced physical activity and increased food intake are consequences of obesity, and as well-established common knowledge it is unfortunately mistakenly interpreted as the ‘obvious’ cause of obesity.

The experimentally induced positive energy balance reflected in increase in fat stores does not match the obesity phenotype in several ways. In particular, the body weight gained during overfeeding experiments is easily lost again and kept off after the experiment [2], in contrast to the weight gained during obesity development; weight loss in obese individuals is a struggle and is almost inevitably followed by weight regain sooner or later [6]. One could argue that it is just a question of having the overfeeding going on long enough to allow various adaptations to create the obesity phenotype, but this has not been done, and it would be very difficult if at all possible (and ethically questionable) to simulate the tiny excess of energy deposited in the fat storages during obesity development. Large-scale, long-term cohort studies covering a very broad range of energy intake and expenditure at baseline and a great diversity in subsequent weight changes have failed to show any relationship between these habits and weight changes [7]. Concomitant recording of food intake and physical activity alongside with the weight changes have suggested relationships between the habits and weight change [8], but this type of study will unavoidably mix any possible causal effect with the consequences of weight gain and obesity on these habits, even if multiple assessments are employed, where the tight association of weight loss and subsequent weight gain will confound the analyses.

The available evidence suggests that triglycerides, when stored as intracellular droplets in adipocytes and also in other cell types, are biologically inert [9]. The ability to store reserve energy as triglyceride for later use is widespread in nature and essential for survival, e.g. in migrating birds and hibernating animals. Evolution has provided most moving organisms with fat depots and well-functioning machinery to both store and release the energy from the stores when needed. I propose that the triglyceride storage is a healthy, natural response to a sensed possible lack of energy supplies in the future, also in human beings. If the body continues to sense the possible future lack of energy supplies, but it never happens, then obesity will develop and be maintained. This theory opens up for an avenue of novel research questions that may be crystallized in hypotheses empirically testable in existing or new data.

The questions may be divided in three series; one series about how and when the sensing of future lack of energy supplies occurs, the second series about how the signal of such future lack of energy translates to development of obesity, and the third about why and in whom the co-morbidities associated with obesity occurs. The latter series of questions were addressed in a previous editorial based on the idea that there are limits of expandability of the adipose tissue, that these limits exhibit considerable individual differences and that the metabolic alterations emerges when the triglyceride storage capacity in the adipose tissue is fully exploited, but the exposure to excess fatty acids continues [9, 10]. This is presumed to induce a state of lipotoxicity, leading to cellular dysfunction, apoptosis, inflammation, insulin resistance and the metabolic alterations that eventually predisposes to diabetes.
hypertension, cardiovascular diseases, various types of cancer and possibly several other co-morbidities.

Answers to the first series of questions about sensing the future lack of energy supplies implies a mechanism allowing prediction of the future lack of energy. Current shortage of food is a logical indicator of later shortage, and this is behind the American concept of food insecurity. A substantial fraction of the population in the USA, in spite of its wealth, suffers from food insecurity, and this is also a fraction with a very high prevalence of obesity [11]. In the above mentioned animal experiments, comparing groups in which food supply was reduced by 5% of the estimated needs with groups with normal supplies, the group subjected to reduced supplies developed greater fat stores [5]. The fact that the accumulation of energy also may go on in spite of plenty of energy in current environment without any indications of lack in the foreseeable future means that the prediction is not necessarily based on the current state of the energy supplies.

I propose that the sensing is based on the social conditions the individuals are currently living in. This is inspired by the overwhelming evidence for the very important role of social factors in obesity that has emerged since the first study was published in 1965 by Goldblatt, Moore and Stunkard [12], and by the evidence suggesting that social effects of obesity may in a vicious cycle add to continued development of obesity [13]. The proposition is based on the assumption that getting food always has been a social activity, where the individual has been dependent on others in the group they live in to get food. Thus, any social challenge, disturbance, disintegration or disruption would then imply insecurity in the future supply of food where food is not in abundance. Sensing of such social insecurity would be read by the body as the risk of possible future lack of energy, irrespective of the current and predicted availability of food.

Obviously, the sensing of the social insecurity needs to be translated to psychological processes with eventual biological consequences. These processes cannot be dependent on conscious cognitive processing of information about true lack of food, since they go on when there is no such current lack or a cognitive awareness of an expected future lack. On the other hand, there is ample evidence that obesity develops under conditions where social insecurity is prevalent [14–17]. The problems may be embedded in the psychosocial micro-environment, for example within a family between parents and children [14] or between other relatives, friends and peers. The insecurity may be associated with social position in the social classes or hierarchy of the society, whether living in upper-level fragile positions in developing societies or in lower levels with constraints and shortages in developed societies [15, 16]. The challenges in the modern, dynamically developing and demanding society may leave a great segment of the population in insecurity. Even the political systems with different societal welfare support modalities, leaving a greater or smaller fraction of the population in living conditions with more or less social insecurity, may influence the development of obesity [17].

The answer to the question about when the sensing of insecurity that is subsequently translated to the increased tendency to development of obesity occurs should encompass the fact that the relation between social insecurity and occurrence of obesity is observed both at ages where the individual that senses the insecurity develops obesity and at ages, among the very young children, where the insecurity sensing is unlikely to occur. From an evolutionary perspective it makes sense to allow the sensing of insecurity to occur among parents who then through some mechanism transfer the strengthened ability to store reserve energy to their offspring. Findings of associations between social position and body weight in offspring not raised by the parents [18] suggest that such transfer mechanism might operate possibly through pleiotropic genetic effects, epigenetic modifications of the germ-line genomes before conception or through foetal programming. The finding of an
increased risk of childhood obesity following bereavement before conception rather than during pregnancy [19] suggests epigenetic effects.

The answers to the second series of questions about how the psychological signal of social insecurity is translated to development of obesity may be separated into questions about how the development of the adipose tissue is regulated and questions about how the deposition of triglycerides in the adipose tissue is regulated. The transmission of the psychological signal may pass through a series of psycho-neurobiological mechanisms influencing both processes, but through different pathways. Although the adipocyte pool appears to be continuously renewed [20], the individually different upper limits of expandability of the fat stores indicate that the cellular renewal process is subject to a regulation that may depend on gender, age and circumstances. The deposition of triglycerides in the adipose tissue is likely to be regulated by the integrated central-peripheral neuroendocrinology systems [21] that are also involved in the regulation of food intake by appetite, nutrient metabolism and the processes in the adipocytes ending in their storage of more or less triglyceride [22]. A combination of number of fat cells and a maximum fat cell size is a likely determinant of the upper limit of triglyceride storage. There is clearly a disconnection between the adaptation of adipocyte development and the filling of the adipocyte with triglycerides in the response to the regulatory signals, which may also reflect the difference between developments of true adiposity and the weight gain observed at artificial overfeeding. Although multiple complex processes may be operating in this system, the claim of the present theory is that the overarching regulation of the amount of triglyceride stored in the body is determined by the signal of insecurity read as indication of a need of the energy in the future.

The recognition of the storage of triglyceride as an innocent, possibly beneficial process, which, however, has upper limits that should not be approached, is clearly calling for a paradigm shift in obesity research. This implies development of a novel theory that may inspire research possibly delivering novel knowledge, which through innovations may be translated to new modalities for coping with the obesity epidemic and its devastating consequences for the individual as well as for the societies. If the theory based on the insecurity signal is true, obvious targets for preventing and treating obesity may emerge.
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